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Abstract— In the current literature for non-gaited humanoid motion planning, stances (i.e., contact locations)
are usually planned in a first step, after which joint-angle
trajectories are interpolated or planned themselves. In
this paper, we propose an alternative where planning is
driven by center-of-mass motions rather than stances. Our
approach uses a randomized motion planner as its first
layer to explore the space of horizontal CoM coordinates
(xG , yG ). At a lower level, we propose a custom method to
extend stances based on a desired CoM position. We evaluate the ability of the resulting planner in a rubble-field 3D
environment with a model of the H YDRA humanoid robot.

discrete stance changes: first, performing a graph search in
a sample of the stance space (where nodes are stances and
edges are steps), then planning a whole-body trajectory following the resulting step sequence.
A drawback in discretizing the stance space lies in the
large impact of the sampling resolution on the algorithm’s
performance: too sparse a sampling and no solution may
be found, too large a sampling and the execution time may
be prohibitive. To palliate this, [1], [7] developed an alternative where the continuum of the stance space is explored, with guiding from heuristic cost and distance functions, rather than discretized.
In both approaches, planning takes place in the stance
space and configurations are computed subsequently. Yet,
the stance space is not an easy environment to plan in:
its dimension grows linearly with the number of contact
points or surfaces, and its free regions are conditioned by
the geometric structure of the robot (i.e., calls to an inversegeometric solver are required to compute obstacles). In the
present paper, we consider planning in the CoM space. That
is, a CoM trajectory is determined at the top-priority layer
of our method, and stances are computed subsequently to
support the CoM motion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We state the
problem and summarize necessary definitions in section II.
Then, we derive our stability criterion in section III and describe its integration in a joint CoM-stance planner in section IV. Finally, we provide some experimental validation
in section V.

I. Introduction
For space robots or manipulators with fixed bases, the
notions of motion and actuated joint trajectory seem to coincide: given the time evolution of joint-angle values, one
can apply the equation of motion to univocally compute
the complete motion of the robot. This is because, in such
cases, the spatial features of interactions between the robot
and the environment is stationary: interaction forces may
vary in intensity, but not their application points, e.g., the
Center-of-Mass (CoM) for gravity or the screws of the fixed
base for a manipulator.
However, motion and actuated-joint trajectory should not
be confused when interactions vary both in space and intensity, as is the case for humanoid robots. Limbed robots
locomote by breaking contact, moving their free limb to
a new contact position, establishing contact, and so forth.
For them, the geometric information necessary to describe
a motion includes both joint-angle values and contact locations. A set of contact locations is called a stance. By
locations, we mean indifferently point [7] or surface contacts (the latter can be reduced to the former under proper
assumptions [5]).
In an early humanoid motion planner [13], the stance
(i.e., the set of contact locations) was fixed and a randomized planning algorithm (RRT [14]) was used to find feasible trajectories. This solution could only move the freeflying coordinates of the humanoid inside the reachable
space delimited by the fixed contact condition. Later developments [2], [9] enabled a larger reachable space by using

II. Problem statement
Consider a humanoid robot with n actuated degrees of
freedom (DoF). We describe its configuration by an (n+6)dimension vector of generalized coordinates q, the last six
components of which describe the position and orientation
of the free-flying link in R3 × SO(3).
A contact point is defined by a tuple (Ci , Di (q)) where
Ci is a fixed point in the world reference frame and Di (q)
denotes the world coordinates of a point attached to the
robot. The geometric contact constraint is Ci = Di (q),
that is, the two points coincidate. Assuming it is satisfied,
its time derivative yields the kinematic contact constraint
Ji (q)q̇ = 0, where Ji is the contact jacobian.
We model the contact between the humanoid and its en-
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vironment as a set of contact points σ that is called a stance
[9]. The equation of motion of the robot in the stance σ is
>

M(q)q̈ + h(q, q̇) = S τ +

X

J>
i (q)fi ,
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Under static equilibrium, it is equivalent to
X
fG = −
Ri fi ,

(4)

i∈σ

(1)
τG

i∈σ

= −

X

pi × Ri fi .

(5)

i∈σ

with M(q) is the joint-inertia matrix, h the resultant of
gravity and Coriolis forces, S the projector on actuated coordinates, τ the vector of actuated torques and fi a force
applied at the ith contact. Due to the robot’s power limits,
torques are bounded quantities:
τ min ≤ τ ≤ τ max

where wG = (fG , τ G ) is the gravitational wrench defined
by
fG
τG

(2)

|fiy | ≤ µfiz ,

(3)

with µ the friction coefficient.
We say that the configuration q is supported by the
stance σ, written q ∈ Fσ , when there exists a solution
{τ , f1 , . . . , fk } to Equations (1), (2) and (3). Furthermore,
two stances σ and σ 0 are adjacent when there exists a configuration q ∈ Fσ ∩ Fσ0 .
A given stance σ allows for a given volume of free-link
motions, but it is necessary to change stances in order to
move the free-link in its full reachable space. We therefore consider motions with (a finite number of) switches in
the supporting stance. A joint-angle trajectory t 7→ q(t)
is feasible when there exists a piecewise-constant function
t 7→ σ(t) such that
• any two subsequent stances in σ(t) are adjacent, and
• for any time instant t, q(t) is feasible for σ(t).
We will thereafter call feasible motion such a joint function
t 7→ (q(t), σ(t)). The goal of this paper is to plan a feasible
motion for a humanoid on rough terrain.

∀f , Af ≤ 0 ⇔ (∃z ≥ 0, f = AS z).
Conversely, for any matrix B, there exists a dual matrix BF
such that
∀f , (∃z ≥ 0, f = Bz) ⇔ BF f ≤ 0.
Furthermore, (AS )F = A and (BF )S = B.
The representation Af ≤ 0 is called the face or Hrepresentation of a polyhedral cone, while its dual formulation f = Bz, z ≥ 0 is called the span or V-representation.
The H-representation is efficient for checking membership of a point to the polyhedron, but inconvenient to apply linear transformations. The converse holds for the Vrepresentation.
According to Equation (3), all contact forces satisfy
Afi ≤ 0, or equivalently, fi = AS zi for some zi ≥ 0.
Meanwhile, the gravitational wrench wG can be written using Equations (4) and (5) as

III. Stability criterion
Our stability condition proceeds from the theory of convex polyhedra, in particular its applications to polyhedral
convex cones [10]. In the present work, we assume that friction is more a challenge than actuation power, in which case
the torque constraints (2) are never saturated. The equation
of motion (1) will then be satisfied if and only if the six
lines corresponding to the free-flying coordinates are satisfied. As was shown in [16], these six lines can be concisely
rewritten in terms of centroidal momentum:
X
mp¨G =
Ri fi + mg,

wG = N(σ)[f1> . . . fk> ]> ,
where the matrix N(σ) only depends on the stance σ =
{(pi , Ri )}. One can thereafter write

i∈σ

L̇

=

X

(6)
(7)

For configurations in static equilibrium, it is known since
[3] that the CoM lies in a vertical cylinder with horizontal
polygonal basis. The corresponding polygon was computed
in [3] using a two-dimensional polytope projection algorithm. We shall now provide an alternative derivation of
this polygon using the double-description method.
Proposition 1: A motion q(t) is feasible if and only if, at
each time instant t, the horizontal coordinates of the centerof-mass (xCoM , yCoM )(q(t)) lie in a polygon S that is fully
determined by the set of contact points C.
All contact forces lie in a polyhedral cone given by
Equation (3). Equivalently, this constraint can be written
Af ≤ 0. Polyhedral convex cone theory [10] provides a
pivotal tool to manipulate such inequalities, which is formalized by the following propositions.
Proposition 2: For any matrix A, there exists a dual matrix AS such that,

Contact forces are also constrained to lie in friction cones.
In this paper, we choose the pyramidal approximation to
these cones:
|fix | ≤ µfiz ,

:= mg,
:= mpG × g.

(pi − pG ) × Ri fi .

wG = N(σ) diag(AS , . . . , AS ) z

i∈σ
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with z = [z1> . . . zk> ]> ≥ 0. Finally, one can derive the
H-representation of the contact constraints as
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S1

F1

u1

CG (σ)wG ≤ 0,

F
with CG (σ) := N(σ) diag AS , . . . , AS
. Now, recalling the definition (6)-(7) of the gravitational wrench,
one can write this inequality as




0
yG
CG,[1,3] (σ)  0  + CG,[4,6] (σ)  −xG  ≤ 0,
g
0

pG

S2

F2
u2

r2

r1

that is, a two-dimensional polyhedron
Fig. 1. Extension toward a candidate CoM of a four-link stance with four
non-coplanar contacts: two rectangular feet and two point sticks. Contact
points and surfaces are drawn in black. The blue polygon represents the
stance’s support area. The green cone depicts the “eclipse” of the polygon
by the CoM. It corresponds to the positions at which the stick S2 can be
put so that the resulting stance stabilizes the candidate CoM.

AG (σ) [xG yG ]> ≤ bG .
We have therefore computed the polygonal support area
in arbitrary contact stances. In practice, we used the doubledescription library cddlib [8] for its efficient conversion
methods between the H- and V-representation.

distance from the target CoM position pG to the support
polygon of the stance σ, computed as in section III.

IV. Motion planning on uneven terrains
As we consider a static equilibrium condition, the criterion we computed in the previous section only depends on
the horizontal plane coordinates of the CoM. Consequently,
we choose to explore the two-dimensional space (xG , yG )
using a Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT).
The tree looks for a path between an initial and target
CoM positions. At each extension, arbitrary CoM coordinates (xG , yG ) are sampled from an estimate of the globally
reachable region and the planner tries to extend one of its
reached states in order to get closer to (xG , yG ). The overall
process is reminded in Figure 1.

Algorithm 2 EXTEND() function
Input : tree T , CoM target pG
Output : Success or Failure
1: N ← k nearest stances(T , pG )
2: S ← {extend stance(σ, pG ), σ ∈ N }
3: if S =
6 ∅ then 

4:

T ← T ∪ arg min d(pG , σ)
σ∈S

5:
6:
7:

Algorithm 1 CoM-RRT
Input : pG,start , pG,goal
Output : A feasible motion (q(t), σ(t)) such that pG (0) =
pG,start and pG (T ) = pG,goal ; or Failure
1: σstart ← generate stance(pG,start )
2: T ← {(pG,start , σstart )}
3: for i = 1 to N do
4:
pG ← sample([Xmin , Xmax ] × [Ymin , Ymax ])
5:
extend(T , pG )
6:
if extend(T , pG,goal ) then
7:
return backtrack trajectory(T , pG,goal )
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return Failure

return Success
end if
return Failure

The core routine here is EXTEND STANCE, which we
will now explain. Let us denote by v1 , . . . , vm the vertices
of the support area, in trigonometric order. We define the
extension set of the stance as
ext(σ) = {v | pG ∈ convex hull({v1 , . . . , vm , v}}
This extension set turns out to be a cone that one can compute as follows. First, compute the sequence of signed distances
vi+1 − vi
si :=
× (pG − vi ),
kvi+1 − vi k
with the convention that the m + 1 index loops to 1. When
pG is outside of the support polygon, this sequence has positive and negative entries. Furthermore, all positive (resp.
negative) elements are consecutive. Then, define the two
points were the signed distance changes sign as

Differences from the generic RRT of [14] will occur in
the EXTEND and GENERATE STANCE functions.
A. CoM-aware Stance Extensions

u1
u2

In the extension step, we use the k-nearest neighbors
heuristic with k = 10 [15] to raise the likelihood of a successful extension. The underlying metric d(pG , σ) is the
3

:= vj1 s.t. sj1 > 0 ∧ sj1 −1 < 0
:= vj2 s.t. sj2 < 0 ∧ sj2 −1 > 0
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Finally, ext(σ) is given by the cone defined by the apex pG
and the two rays r1 = (pG − u1 ) and r2 = (pG − u2 ).
Figure 3 illustrates this procedure.
We extend the stance by either setting a free link
` ∈ free(σ) or moving a contacting link to intersect the
extension cone. In the latter case, we consider only the links
that can be moved without affecting the side of the support
polygon opposite to the target CoM. This set is computed
by mapping each vertex vi to its closest link `(vi ) (for the
point-to-volume 3D euclidean metric) and using the signed
distances to determine the side of each vertex. In fine,
candidates(σ) := free(σ)∪{`(vj ) | sj < 0}−{`(u1 ), `(u2 )}
Our overall stance-extension algorithm is summarized in
Figure 3.
Algorithm 3 EXTEND STANCE() function
Input : initial stance σ, CoM target pG
Output : stance σ 0 stabilizing pG , or Failure
1: (j1 , j2 ), (r1 , r2 ) ← ext(σ)
2: for each link ` ∈ candidates(σ) do
3:
(x0 , y 0 ) ← sample cone(pG , r1 , r2 )
4:
t ← ground pose at(x0 , y 0 )
5:
σ 0 ← generate posture(σ ∪ {(`, t)})
6:
if σ 0 was found then
7:
return σ 0
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return Failure

Fig. 2. False-color view of the H YDRA humanoid robot.

implementation of the GENERATE STANCE function samples foot and stick poses around the CoM until a solution is
found.
Figure 3 shows a stance sequence computed by our solution, with the underlying RRT depicted in Figure 4. The
humanoid starts in a configuration where its legs stand on
two non-coplanar rubble blocks and are almost crossed. It
first moves its right, then left stick before performing a a left
step. Two stick moves later, it performs a second left step,
this time reaching a second block left of the first one, immediately followed by a right step putting both feet on the
same block. Finally, after repositionning the two sticks, it
performs an additional right step on the next block forward.

B. Posture Generation
As illustrated by the call to GENERATE POSTURE in the
above pseudo-code, all the pipeline we described rests on an
inverse-geometry solver. Posture Generation is the geometric problem of finding a vector of generalized coordinates
q satisfying a set of constraints such as DOF limits or, in a
given stance σ, that all contacts i ∈ σ are made. We solve
the posture generation problem by inverse kinematics using the prioritized kinematic control framework from [11].
The reader is referred to [4] for a more general approach to
posture generation in multi-contact scenarii.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an alternative to stance-space
planning for humanoid locomotion. Our approach combines a Rapidly-exploring Random Tree planning in the
horizontal-CoM space with a custom CoM-based extension
routine to compute underlying stances at each node. We
evaluated the ability of our planner in a rubble-field environment with a model of the H YDRA humanoid robot.

V. Experiment
We conduct our experiments in OpenRave [6] with a
model of the H YDRA humanoid robot developed in our laboratory (see Figure 2). In its current version, the robot has
37 actuated DOFs.
The setting of the experiment is a rubble field, as depicted
in Figure 3. Following the idea of [12], we replace the
robot’s hands by walking sticks. The sticks give the robot
a wider geometric range, in turn allowing for larger support
areas. We ran the RRT algorithm from section IV, with
pG,start set to the middle of the rubble field. For now, our
4
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Fig. 3. Stance sequence generated by our planner. A stick-carrying variant of the H YDRA humanoid evolves on a randomly-generated rubble-field. Our
planner’s state space is the two-dimensional plane of horizontal CoM position. In the sequence above, each stance results from an extension toward a CoM
subgoal (see IV-A).
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